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Magnetisation transfer contrast (MTC) is an important MR contrast generating mechanism to characterise
the undetectable bound protons indirectly using the decreased signal intensity of the observable free pro-
tons. MTC imaging typically employs a range of off-resonance RF pre-saturation pulse with maintaining
the RF magnetic field (B1) at a specified value. However, this presents a technical difficulty, particularly at
low field, because the larger offset frequencies tend to be outside the bandwidth of the RF transmit sys-
tem, causing B1 to vary with the frequency offset. Here, we demonstrate a novel off-resonance irradiation
method using fast field-cycling which allows switching of the external magnetic field between several
chosen strengths, while holding constant the RF frequency and B1 level. This permits one to avoid the
problem of B1 variation as a function of frequency offset. The results obtained by this new technique
are in excellent agreement with those obtained by the conventional technique.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The use of fast field-cycling (FFC) with MRI has increased over
recent years. The FFC technique enables switching of the external
magnetic field strength (B0), rapidly, between several discrete lev-
els. This affords access to a number of new MR contrast mecha-
nisms, for example, proton electron double resonance imaging
[1], MR relaxometric imaging [2–4] and delta relaxation enhanced
MR [5]. In this work, we have applied the FFC technique to magnet-
isation transfer contrast (MTC) MRI [6].

MTC has been established as one of the important mechanisms
for manipulating tissue contrast in MRI [7] and this has led to its
application in numerous clinical areas [8–10]. The simplest model
of MTC considers the protons in two ‘‘pools”, namely the free pool
and the bound pool [11,12]. In biological tissue, the free protons
(e.g., in water) have a narrow line-width (about 50 Hz) and give
a high signal intensity. In comparison, the bound protons (e.g., in
macromolecules) which have a broad line-width (about 50 kHz)
give rise to a near-zero signal intensity. MTC utilises the difference
in line-widths by applying, in its simplest implementation, a con-
tinuous-wave off-resonance irradiation pulse (or ‘‘MT pulse”) to
saturate the bound protons, with high saturating efficiency, but
with very low direct saturation of the free protons [12,13].

In order to obtain useful data from an MTC experiment, it is
important to measure the MT effect at a range of RF offset frequen-
cies while maintaining the RF magnetic field strength (B1) at prede-
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termined amplitude. However, B1 is likely to decrease significantly
with increasing RF offset frequency, particularly at low field, be-
cause of the limited bandwidth of the RF transmit system. Thus,
B1 calibration at each of the discrete RF offset frequencies becomes
necessary. Furthermore, the available range of offset frequencies
may also be limited.

Here, we demonstrate an alternative off-resonance MTC meth-
od using the FFC technique which makes it possible to counter
these complications. The MT pulse is always applied at zero RF off-
set frequency with constant RF amplitude (consequently, constant
B1) while B0 is adjusted through FFC in order to achieve off-reso-
nance irradiation. This provides the same off-resonance effect as
does the conventional MTC method, without the necessity for B1

re-calibration, and with effectively no limitation on the RF offset
(since it is determined by the range of the magnetic field-cycling).

2. Methods

All experiments were carried out using a home-built field-cy-
cling MRI system [1] that uses a permanent magnet for detection
and a co-axial resistive magnet for field-offset. The operating field
strength of the permanent magnet is fixed at 58.7 mT (correspond-
ing to 2.499 MHz proton Larmor frequency). However, the effective
B0 can be set at any value from zero to approximately 100 mT
through field compensation by the resistive magnet. A shielded
split-solenoid (nine turns each) NMR transmit/receive RF coil
was used with length 100 mm, diameter 75 mm, and an unloaded
Q-factor of 471. A home-made RF amplifier tailored to suit the
continuous-wave MTC experiments was used with a peak power
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of approximately 100 W. The pulse sequences to control these
experiments were written using a C-like programming language
on a commercial console (SMIS Ltd., UK).

1%, 2%, and 4% (w/v) agarose gel (Sigma–Aldrich, UK) samples
were prepared either with distilled water or with 0.04 mM MnCl2

solution. This small amount of MnCl2 significantly influences T1

but not T2. For example, T1 values of the 2% agarose gel with and
without MnCl2 were 967 and 1161 ms, respectively, whilst T2 val-
ues were 63 and 64 ms. In addition, a sample only containing aque-
ous solution of MnCl2 (without agarose) was used as a control. A
phantom constructed from the seven samples was used for imag-
ing experiments.

Fig. 1 illustrates the differences between the irradiation method
used in conventional MTC and the novel FFC off-resonance irradi-
ation method. In the conventional method (Fig. 1a), B0 is constant
throughout the MR scan. In the FFC method (Fig. 1b), B0 switches to
a predetermined level (usually referred to as the evolution mag-
netic field, B0e). The MT saturation pulse is then applied, for a set
duration, before B0 returns to its original level for MR data acquisi-
tion. Moreover, Fig. 1a illustrates the required RF amplitude with
varying RF offset frequency for a given B1; larger RF amplitude is
required at a higher offset frequency than at a lower offset fre-
quency in order to compensate for reduced efficiency of the RF
Fig. 1. Schematic comparison of (a) the conventional RF offset technique and (b) the nov
(particularly, B0 and RF pulse lines) and the status of both spin pools with and without
transmit chain at the extremities of its bandwidth. Therefore, it
is essential to measure the required RF amplitudes as a function
of RF offset frequency for a desired B1. Alternatively, in the new
technique (Fig. 1b), the RF amplitude and the offset frequency
are fixed at a specified value but B0 is precisely adjusted. For exam-
ple, in order to achieve an effective 11 kHz offset frequency irradi-
ation, the MT pulse remains at a zero offset (2.499 MHz) but the
applied evolution field is set to 58.44 mT (proton Larmor frequency
2.488 MHz). The difference in the MT effect between these two
field strengths will be negligible, since the T1 values of the samples
are identical (within experimental error) when measured at 2.488
and 2.499 MHz. The magnetic field is switched between levels
within 5 ms. However, a delay of approximately 60 ms is required
to ensure field stabilisation before applying the 90 degree pulse for
MR data acquisition.

Since the MT effect is strongly related to the MT pulse parame-
ters (the duration of MT irradiation, B1, and the offset frequency)
[11,14,15], the MT pulse duration which attains the steady state
condition was initially determined. With this duration determined,
the MT effects as a function of the offset frequency with varying B1

were studied. In this study, 32 offset frequencies were chosen from
0.01 to 49 kHz and seven B1 values (5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 40 lT)
were used. The offset frequencies were uniformly distributed on a
el FFC technique associated with the difference of pulse sequence timing diagrams
off-resonance MT irradiation.
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logarithmic scale in order to cover a wide range of offsets, with
higher frequency-resolution close to resonance (zero to 1 kHz off-
set range). The RF amplitudes of the MT pulses were measured as a
function of the RF offset frequency using a search coil and an oscil-
loscope. B1 calibration curves were then obtained and the results
were incorporated into the pulse sequences to conduct the conven-
tional off-resonance MTC experiments. As expected, the calibration
curves depended on the choice of RF coil and RF amplifier.

Fig. 2 shows a set of experimentally determined calibration
curves, obtained using the split-solenoid RF coil and the home-
built amplifier. The required amplitudes significantly increase at
higher offset frequencies. Thereafter, the relationships between
each MT pulse parameter and the MT effect were analysed and
the conditions required to achieve the maximum MT effect with
each sample were determined.

The MT effects measured by both techniques were compared
through the evaluation of the z-spectra [16] and the magnetisation
transfer ratios (MTRs) [17] which are common tools to estimate or
quantify the MT effect. The z-spectra show normalised longitudinal
magnetisation of the free protons with and without MT pulse irra-
diation over a range of MT irradiation offset frequencies. Thus, they
provide important insights for interpreting the MT effects occur-
ring in both pools. Four images of a phantom were acquired with
an interleaved (with and without irradiating MT pulse) gradient
echo imaging pulse sequence using the two different methods
(with frequency switching (conventional) or with fast field-cy-
cling). In order to assess the MT effects, manually segmented re-
gions of interest within the images were drawn and MTR values
of each sample were calculated according to the standard equation
MTR = (M0–Ms)/Ms, with Ms and M0 being the signal intensities of
the free protons measured with and without the off-resonance
irradiation, respectively. The pixel-by-pixel based MTR images
were also obtained by image processing using MATLAB (Math-
Works, Natick, MA, USA).
3. Results

Using the conventional off-resonance irradiation method, the
MT effect was observed as a function of the MT pulse duration
(from 0 to 5 s in 0.1 s increment) in order to ensure that a steady
state had been reached. All the samples approached the steady
state within the MT pulse duration of 4 s. The MT effect was also
measured as a function of offset frequency for a number of B1 val-
ues as shown in Fig. 3a. The curves with solid markers describe the
Fig. 2. B1 calibration curves – the required MT pulse amplitude as a function of MT
offset frequency for the desired B1 (5, 10, 20, and 40 lT).
normalised magnetisation (Ms/M0) observed from a 4% agarose gel
sample. Since the maximum observed MT effect occurs with min-
imum direct saturation of the free protons (called the direct effect),
the estimation of the direct effect (the unfilled markers in Fig. 3a)
was generated using the equation given by Eng et al. [11]. From the
above, the conditions for the maximum MT effect with each sam-
ple were determined by subtracting the calculated direct effect
(Msdir/M0) from the observed MT effect (Ms/M0) (Fig. 3b). The com-
bination of B1 of 25 lT and an offset frequency of 11 kHz, typically,
produced a close to maximal MT effect for each sample.

Using the above MT pulse conditions, z-spectra of 1%, 2%, and
4% agarose gels collected by the conventional RF offset method
were compared with z-spectra obtained by the novel FFC method.
Results of the comparison are shown in Fig. 4, where it can be seen
that the results from the two methods were in close agreement.

A multi-sample phantom was imaged using both off-resonance
irradiation techniques, as illustrated in Fig. 5a. The samples A, B,
and C were 1%, 2%, and 4% agarose gels, respectively, made up with
distilled water. The samples A0, B0, and C0 were 1%, 2%, and 4%
agarose gels, respectively, made up with distilled water containing
0.04 mM MnCl2. The control sample (0.04 mM MnCl2 solution) was
located at the centre of the phantom. The imaging parameters
Fig. 3. (a) The normalised magnetisation (Ms/M0) of 4% agarose gel (Ms is the signal
intensity of free protons with MT irradiation and M0 is without). The solid markers
refer to the observed magnetisation transfer data while the unfilled markers refer to
the calculated direct effects with different B1 values. (b) The conditions required to
maximise the MT effect of 4% agarose gel were determined by subtraction of the
calculated direct effects (Cal. DE) from the observed MT effects (Obs. MT) for a range
of offset frequencies and B1 magnitudes. The combination of 25 lT B1 and 11 kHz
frequency offset appears to be the optimum condition for MTC in this sample.



Fig. 4. Z-spectra of (a) 1%, (b) 2%, and (c) 4% agarose gel samples obtained by the RF
offset (d) and the FFC (e) techniques.

Fig. 5. (a) Experimental results obtained by conventional (bottom row) and new (top ro
MTR images (3 and 30). (b) Calculated MTR values for each component of the phantom
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were: 10 s repetition time, 20 ms echo time, 120 mm2 field of view,
128 pixel by 128 pixel image matrix size, 15 mm slice thickness,
NEX = 4, 25 lT B1, 11 kHz offset (or 58.44 mT B0e), and 4 s MT pulse
duration. These parameters were set to be the same for all exper-
iments using both techniques. The top row images in Fig. 5a were
obtained from the new FFC technique with (image 2) and without
(image 1) MT irradiation whereas the bottom row images (10 and
20) were obtained from the conventional RF offset technique. More-
over, the intensity of images (3 and 30) is proportional to the MTR
values obtained from the relevant data sets from images 1 and 2 (10

and 20) after processing with MATLAB. Fig. 5b shows the quantified
MTR values using the selected regions of interest from the images
of the individual samples. Due to the absence of macromolecules in
the control sample, the MT effect is almost zero. Only a very small
direct effect is present. In contrast, the MT effects of the other sam-
ples increase with increasing concentration of agarose. Further-
more, smaller MT effects are observed in the samples doped with
MnCl2 because of their shorter T1 values [18]. Above all, these re-
sults prove an excellent agreement (within 3%) between the mea-
surements collected by the FFC-MTC and the RF-MTC methods.
4. Discussion

We have demonstrated the applicability of a new off-resonance
technique for MTC MRI. The main obstacle in the use of the con-
ventional off-resonance RF-MTC technique at ultra-low field is
the necessity for B1 re-calibration over a range of offset frequen-
cies. With the new FFC technique, this obstacle is bypassed
through switching B0 in the place of the RF offset frequency. As a
result, there is no need to re-calibrate the RF amplitude at each off-
set frequency. The comparison of data, for the z-spectra and the
MTR values, obtained by the new method with that from the con-
ventional method demonstrated a convincing agreement in the re-
sults of these two techniques. As expected, the results showed that
the MT effect was more pronounced in the samples with higher
macromolecule (agarose) content. It was also shown that the MT
effects were diminished in the samples of agarose gels containing
paramagnetic substances (smaller MTR values).

However, we found that a certain extent of the MT effect
seemed to be reduced when the new technique was used. The loss
of the MT effect was larger at near zero offset frequency and at
higher concentration of agarose in the sample. It can be attributed
to the recovery of longitudinal magnetisation during the delay re-
quired for the magnetic field stabilisation. Nevertheless, the loss
was not significant at the 11 kHz offset where the maximum MT
effect occurred. The current system has the limitation of a maxi-
mum field changing rate and thus minimum ramp times for a typ-
ical MT experiment of 5 ms, followed by field-settling time of
w) methods before (images 1 and 10) and after (images 2 and 20) MT irradiation and
derived from the RF offset and the FFC-MTC techniques.
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approximately 60 ms. Our next generation of fast field-cycling MR
imager currently under construction in our laboratory will over-
come these drawbacks by decreasing these combined delays.

Ceckler and Balaban previously demonstrated the B0 depen-
dence of the MT effect, which was particularly significant around
the 30 MHz proton Larmor frequency range [19]. Using our present
apparatus (as used in this study), we are currently embarking on
experiments to explore the Larmor frequency dependence of the
MT effect over the range up to 2.5 MHz. Furthermore, the next-
generation instrument will have a detection field of 0.5 T, so will
allow measurements in the 20 MHz range, where there may be sig-
nificant interest in the B0 dependence of the MT effect.

The interest in using chemical exchange saturation transfer
(CEST) or paramagnetic CEST (PARACEST) technique has also in-
creased [20,21]. In common with MTC, an off-resonance saturation
pulse is applied in experiments using the CEST or the PARACEST
techniques. Through irradiation, CEST protons are saturated and
then detected indirectly via the reduced free water signal. Our
new off-resonance FFC technique has the potential for use in the
measurement of CEST and PARACEST effects.

At present, MR scanners with field-cycling capability are rather
scarce, and are limited to home-built systems. However, Alford
et al. have recently shown that field-cycling can be achieved on a
commercial, superconducting-magnet, clinical MR scanner, using a
field-offset insert coil which is placed into the bore of the scanner
[5,22]. In this way field-cycling, and MTC with field cycling, could be-
come available to the wider MRI community.

There is currently a dearth of experimental data concerning
measurements of MT parameters as a function of field strength,
at low magnetic field. The method presented here offers an
efficient way of making these measurements, which could shed ex-
tra light on the fundamental mechanisms of MTC.
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